
RETAINING CUSTOMERS ESSAY

Discuss the importance of a retention strategy during the customer lifecycle. Failure to convert customers leads to
attrition, and failure to retain customers.

Market-based management: Strategies for growing customer value and profitability. The market is very
competitive, with no significant trade restraints, plenty of choices for customers within the industry plus
abundance of substitute products and services for any home security mobile applications. And since your
existing customers trust you already, it gets easier to convince them to become interested in even more of your
products or services through up-selling and cross-selling. TOMS, an apparel company, does this beautifully.
There are also behavioral as well as attitudinal aspects. Kazanjian, K. These classes are designed to teach the
employees to make decisions that will enhance customer satisfaction without requiring manager authorization.
Acquiring profitable customers often requires one to have an accurate understanding of the different needs,
and to target them using the right and preferred channels. An even harsher truth is that, sooner or later, your
customers may just â€¦ leave! Employees represent the company by dealing directly with customer. The
customer management system should be much more valuable than just providing a customer contact
information and account data. First, know your customers. Misunderstandings can be common, and can cause
many problems throughout the experience for the customer, and the success of the business, and ultimately
can only be rectified or prevented through productive communication, planning, and having a shared
perception of expectations. However, if the performance matches of expectations, then the customer can be
said to be satisfied, if it exceeds the expectations, the customer, the customer is highly delighted and satisfied.
Failure to convert customers leads to attrition, and failure to retain customers causes high customer churn Fig.
At Crazy Egg, we support integrations with 10 other companies , including Shopify and Squarespace, which
creates more ease of use for our customers. Less marketing. A classic example would be canned goods. And in
order to make it happen, you need a tool to keep your relationships alive â€” CRM. January 04,  The company
culture does not speak to teamwork among the employees of this company. Further, it is important to note that
the customer profit rate often tends to increase over the life of a retained customer, and this is because to
increased purchases, price premiums, reduced servicing costs and referrals. Besides the products or services
that are being offered to the customers by the organization you are working for, the way in which the sales
persons represent those products and services to the customers play a major role in the satisfaction of the
customers. It becomes increasingly easy to have no contact. Continue hitting those pain points throughout
your marketing campaigns so your customers know that you understand them. This comes into play with the
process of trying to get customers. Homburg, C. Later on, this model of customer lifecycle was extended by
the analysis of unsuccessful corporate attempts to attract customers at different stages of lifecycle. Make your
returning customers happy with a loyalty program Loyalty programs seem simple, but they can have a huge
impact on customer retention. Since the the customer is the most important consumer about the product, as
well as the resources of customer remain one of the leading factors that are considered when companies make
decisions in the market to get high market profits January 01,  A majority of existing loyalty programs has
attitudinal loyalty. Therefore, it is possible to state that customer retention is a highly important stage of
customer lifecycle with notable economic and marketing value for the company. If an employee feels
important to the company, they will act accordingly with customers. First, create a list of all of the contacts
you have registered in the CRM software. In fact, armed with the view of profitability on a customer to
customer basis, and the different needs of the customer, any organization can be able to position itself in a way
that it can start to understand the customer base in terms of profitability. They also stated that providing a
good experience is very important since it affects customer satisfaction, delivers customer loyalty, influences
expectations, instils confidence, supports the brand and also creates emotional bonds with customers or,
conversely, leads to emotional scarring. A few decades ago, businesses considered customer service as an
unnecessary expense. So, why are companies spending most of their budgets on generating new customers? In
this case, you can always assign some of your colleagues to follow up on these customers and, with just a few
clicks, create follow-ups in their diaries. In the majority of the cases, therefore, attempting to make customers
completely loyal is often unrealistic. In order for a company to understand how to capture the market share
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instead of losing it, it should always carry out a profitability analysis based on the current customers Neil, 
Start by reinventing the customer experience. Cooper, F.


